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Network analytics: an introduction and illustrative
applications in health data science

ABSTRACT
5Analytics researchers are widely using network analysis as a part

of their methodology. In this review paper, we discuss different
network concepts while summarizing some studies conducted
using descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics
approaches. These applications illustrate the value of incorpor-

10ating network properties of a phenomenon in better under-
standing the problem, prediction, and optimization of an
outcome of interest, especially in the health domain.

Introduction

15Network Analysis is a popular method for analyzing complex problems
involving interactions among features or observations. While network analysis
is not a new technique, it has recently gained momentum due to the avail-
ability of cheap computing as the algorithms to analyze large networks require
large processing power. In addition, its suitability for analyzing large datasets

20involving underlying relationships or connectedness has made it one of the top
choices for analytics researchers.

A network comprises nodes connected through well-defined edges. One
major area that generates network-type data is social media, where relation-
ships are explicitly embedded. In other words, the nodes make decisions to

25connect to other nodes. For instance, two friends on Facebook make
a connection in the Facebook network, which is an explicit edge. However,
there are other types of networks with implicit relationships that are defined
using some underlying exchanges derived using some computation. Examples
include product co-purchase network (Dhar et al., 2014), ingredient network

30(Teng et al., 2012), comorbidity network (Hidalgo et al., 2009; Kalgotra et al.,
2017), text-based network (Celardo & Everett, 2020), brain parts network
(Kalgotra & Sharda, 2018) and others.

In this paper, our focus is on discussing a variety of data science research
emerging using network analysis. It is important to note that our focus is not

35specifically on social networks. We refer the interested reader to a review paper
by Borgatti et al. (2009) in the Science journal in which the authors elaborated
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on the history of social network analysis, the theories emerging from the social
network analysis, and the type of research questions studied in the past.

In this review paper, we start by discussing the representation of network
40data and common outputs from network analysis. Then, different types of

network analytics research are discussed. In each type, we include some of our
published papers as examples in addition to other papers. Finally, we conclude
by describing the potential contributions of network analytics research.

Network data and analysis output

45As noted, previously, there are two main elements in a network: nodes and
edges. To connect the nodes, the edges are required to be defined. If the
connections are binary, i.e., present or absent, the edges are unweighted. In
contrast, if the strength of the ties between the nodes varies, the edges are
weighted. Moreover, if there is a direction in a connection between one node

50to the other, the edges are directed, whereas the edges are undirected if there is
no direction in the relationship between two nodes. Therefore, a clear defini-
tion of the nodes and edges is required in the network analysis. Consider an
example of 100 friends forming an online social network. These 100 friends
can form an unweighted, undirected network based on who knows whom. At

55the same time, the same 100 friends can form another weighted directed
network based on the frequency/volume of conversations between specific
friends. The latter network could be quite different from the first network; that
simply describes who is connected to who. Thus, it entirely depends on the
definition of the nodes and edges.

60Unlike the above networks, where the relationship between nodes is expli-
citly defined by the nodes or by a user, in an implicit network, the network
itself is derived from the underlying relationship between the elements. It
requires an additional step to organize the data in the form of nodes and edges.
For instance, in a co-occurrence network where edges are defined based on the

65presence of certain nodes in the same transactions, the nodes and edges are
derived from a transactional dataset. The common metrics applied in the
network research to derive the edges include Jaccard’s index (Jaccard, 1901),
Salton Cosine index (Salton & McGill, 1983), pointwise mutual information
(Teng et al., 2012), relative risk, and correlation coefficient, among others. For

70example, Kalgotra et al. (2017) used Salton Cosine Index to define an edge in
the comorbidity network based on the co-occurrence of diseases in the
patients. The set of patients with multiple diseases during the hospital visits
made the transactional set from where the edges between the nodes were
derived using a similarity index. Common representations of the edges in

75a network include an adjacency matrix, an adjacency list, and an edge list. The
network dataset is typically stored in a graph database.
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The most common outputs obtained from the network analysis are the node
centralities such as degree, closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector. Other
measures at the node level may include clustering coefficient and page rank,

80among others. At the structural level (macro), the metrics such as distribution
of centralities, average path length, and density result in a typical network
analysis. The micro (node) and macro (structure) level measures are used to
understand the properties of the network. For instance, Watts and Strogatz
(1998) used cluster coefficient and path length to derive the small-world

85phenomenon, whereas Barabási and Albert (1999) used the distribution of
the degree centrality to describe the scale-free property of the network.

In addition to the mathematical computations, the common output from
a network analysis is a visualization. Since it is difficult to make sense of the
visualization of a network consisting of a large number of nodes and edges,

90visualization researchers have developed different layouts to construct a view
of the network. Common layouts include Fruchterman-Reingold
(Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991), Yifan Hu Multilevel (Hu, 2005), etc.
Although a layout simplifies the structure of the network by reorganizing
the nodes in a visual space, it does not provide precise information about

95the network, especially when the number of nodes is large. A network visual is
of little value if it is not annotated properly or presented creatively. Therefore,
the onus is on the researchers to present the visual by annotating it or
creatively organizing it. A good example of the annotation of a network can
be found in Hidalgo et al. (2009). On the other hand, Figure 1 presents

100a network of diseases developed by the authors of this paper. In this undirected
comorbidity network, the nodes are diseases. Two diseases are connected if
these co-occur in the patients. The strength of a connection is computed using
Salton Cosine Index. To provide meaning to the network, we organized the
network in the shape of a human body and placed the diseases at the corre-

105sponding organ system. The size of a node is based on the degree centrality. It
is easy to interpret from the visual that mental disorders and heart disorders
have the highest degree, which would have been difficult to infer using
a typical network layout. The same network was presented in Kalgotra et al.
(2017) with the Fruchterman-Reingold layout.

110The original method of presenting the network is a graph matrix, which is
a mathematical representation of the network. With the advent of graphical
user interfaces, the two-dimensional visualizations of large networks became
popular with software such as UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002), Gephi (Bastian
et al., 2009), etc. We expect the next step in the visual network analysis to be

115the analysis through virtual and augmented reality, which is more immersive
and will likely increase the adoption of the network method further across the
disciplines (See Figure 2). It seems to be the natural evolution of network
analysis. Some researchers and companies are already exploring this idea of
network analysis in virtual reality such as VRNetzer (Pirch et al., 2021).
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120Types of network analytics research

Most analytics studies use the above-discussed network measures and outputs
in one or another forms. However, researchers have used these innovatively to
perform descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics research. In this
section, we discuss some examples of each type of analytics.

125Descriptive network analytics

In descriptive analytics, the broad purpose is to find interesting patterns in
a large historical sample (representing the population) and develop novel
questions or observations about what is being observed. One interesting
descriptive study was performed more than two decades ago by Albert et al.

130(1999) in which the authors demonstrated the network of websites on the
World Wide Web (WWW). The purpose was to find the diameter of the
WWWnetwork. The authors found that any two randomly selected web pages
were only 19 connections away from each other, indicating the small world
phenomenon in the WWW. The study further argued that with the 1000%

135increase in the number of web pages, the average diameter will only increase
by 2 units. This is an interesting descriptive analytics study that found WWW
to be a small network despite billions of nodes in it. Such an analysis of the
current WWW can yield interesting findings.

Another application of descriptive analytics is our study on health dispa-
140rities by race (Kalgotra, Sharda, & Croff, 2020), in which we identified the

comorbidity differences in seven different races through comorbidity net-
works developed from patient-level data. The seven races were White,
African American, Asian, Hispanic, Native American, Bi- or Multi-racial,
and Pacific Islander. By using more than 18 million patients’ medical records,

145one comorbidity network was developed for each race based on the multiple
diseases co-occurring in the patients. To define an edge, Salton Cosine Index
was used. The comorbidity networks of races were compared to find unique
and common comorbidities across the races. For instance, the relationship
between infectious and parasitic disorders with respiratory, circulatory, and

Figure 2. Evolution of network output.
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150genitourinary system disorders was stronger among African Americans than
others. On the other hand, the connection of mental disorders with respira-
tory, musculoskeletal system, and connective tissue disorders was more pre-
valent in Whites than in other races.

Likewise, we conducted a similar network analysis to find comorbidity
155differences between men and women (Kalgotra et al., 2017). A comorbidity

network for men and another one for women was created. The women’s
comorbidity network was denser than the men’s network. Specifically, mental
disorders had a higher number of connections with other diseases in women’s
multimorbidity network than in the men’s network. On the other hand, the

160connection of chronic heart disorders with other disorders was stronger in
men than women.

Another interesting example of descriptive analytics is an ingredients net-
work created by Teng et al. (2012) in which the authors used the co-occurrence
of multiple ingredients in the same recipe to create the network and identify

165the clusters of ingredients to suggest new recipes. Similar other descriptive
analytics applications are available that utilize network analysis as a core
methodology to model interactions in large datasets from the business and
other scientific domains.

Predictive network analytics

170Since the main criticism of network analysis is its descriptive nature as
discussed by Borgatti et al. (2009), many researchers have attempted to create
predictive analytics applications. More recently, we are seeing network analy-
tics techniques used in conjunction with other approaches, such as deep
learning or natural language processing.

175There are two potential types of predictive analytics using the network
method. First, the attributes of the nodes or edges of a network are predicted.
In this case, the attributes are an internal part of the network. One such
example is a study by Dhar et al. (2014) in which the authors predicted the
sales of books in a book co-purchase network created using a recommendation

180system on the Amazon website. In this example, books are the nodes and sales
for the books were predicted based on the position of the nodes in the network.
Another common type of research in the first category of predictive analytics is
the link prediction problem in which the likelihood of the formation of new
edges is estimated. The primary objective of link prediction studies is to model

185the evolution of a network. Lü and Zhou (2011) highlighted different methods
and applications of link prediction in their survey.

Second and more recent, other external outcomes are predicted using novel
features generated using network methodology as predictors. In this case,
network analysis is a crucial part of the bigger methodology. One such study

190is by Kalgotra and Sharda (2021), in which network analysis has been used to
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predict an outcome exogenous to the network. Specifically, the comorbidity
network was used to predict hospital length of stay (LOS). In this paper, the
authors used electronic health records of more than 24.7 million patients
across 662 US hospitals over 16 years (2000–2015). The authors used a two-

195step approach to create the machine learning model – creating comorbidity
networks in the first step and then creating machine learning models for
predicting LOS in the second step.

First, an independent sample of about three million patients was used to
create comorbidity networks in which the diseases were the nodes, and two

200diseases were connected if they appeared in a patient during the same hospital
visit. The comorbidity networks were used to create new variables for the
remaining patients who were not part of the network analysis. To understand
the new features generated using comorbidity networks, consider a patient
who visits the hospital with a complaint of a hypothetical disease A. The only

205disease-related information available at the time of admission is disease A. In
our application case, the network was searched for disease A, and the top five
connected diseases were identified. These diseases were labeled as probable
diseases as these were likely to be diagnosed during the hospital stay. In
addition, a patient may have a history of diseases in the system, termed

210historical diseases. Together, the probable and historical diseases were called
latent comorbidities. The new construct of latent comorbidities was then used
in modeling and predicting LOS at the time of admission. The predictive
models for LOS were created with patient demographics, the known diseases
at the time of admission, and latent comorbidities as the independent vari-

215ables. The Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models were created without
and with the latent comorbidities to compute the explanatory and predictive
power added by the proposed variables. In terms of variance explained, the
new construct added 3.6%, and in terms of mean absolute percent error
(MAPE), the latent variable improved the MAPE by 1.9%. Although the

220numbers seem low, these are equivalent to the improvement in the forecast
by $882.8 million. Therefore, the gain is practically significant.

As evident from the examples above, networks can be used for predictive
modeling to gain additional predictive power. More such network-driven
methods are required to predict outcomes that are endogenous or exogenous

225to the networks.

Prescriptive network analytics

The third type of analytics is prescriptive analytics in which the object is to find
the optimal solution. Network analysis is a popular research area for prescrip-
tive analytics. The majority of the prescriptive analytics research applying

230network analysis involves efficient processing and traversing of the network.
Examples include creating prescriptive models to identify cliques in the
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network, as discussed by Miao and Balasundaram (2017), to traverse the
network and identify the shortest path between nodes (Selim & Zhan, 2016),
etc. Several Operations Research and Computer Science researchers are focus-

235ing on the topics of efficiently computing different network metrics. See
Balakrishnan (2019) for such models. More prescriptive analytics applications
in different domains are required to be explored using network analytics.

Conclusions

Network science has been used as a theory to understand an emergent phe-
240nomenon and as a methodology to model relationships. Although our focus is

not on theory-driven network analysis, it is worthwhile to mention some
important concepts and theories derived from network analysis. Some of the
well-known concepts include random graphs (Erdős & Rényi, 1959), scale-free
networks (Barabási & Albert, 1999), strength of weak ties (Granovetter, 1973),

245power law distribution of WWW (Adamic & Huberman, 2000), small world
phenomenon (Watts & Strogatz, 1998), Benford’s law in online social network
(Golbeck, 2015), role of cliques (Provan & Sebastian, 1998), information
diffusion (Bakshy et al., 2012)Q1 , preferential attachment (Newman, 2001), net-
work flow (Borgatti, 2005) and community detection (Reichardt & Bornholdt,

2502006), among others. In addition, studies have been designed to understand
the validity or the structure of the network (Kalgotra, Sharda, & Luse, 2020).

In data-driven research, the purpose is to discover new theories and pat-
terns. Therefore, it is important to generalize the novel relationships between
concepts involving network analysis. In network analytics studies, the con-

255textual and methodological contributions are more apparent. In the papers
with contextual contributions, novel networks are created. In other words,
a problem is studied through a novel network lens. On the other hand, in the
papers with methodological contributions, the network analysis is a crucial
part of a bigger methodological process and thus, contributes to the method of

260the study. Subsequently, it is important to generalize the methodology so that
it can be applied in different settings and different problem domains.

In this paper, we attempted to review different types of analytics research
conducted using network analysis. In each type of analytics, several papers
across the disciplines were discussed. In addition, the relevant concepts and

265references were listed throughout the paper. Therefore, our paper can be used
as a guide by researchers and educators interested in learning and applying
network methodology.
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